
Grow with confident recruiter program
Available until December 27, 2013

Want to build your team and your income, too? Enroll in the Confident Recruiter
Program! You’ll be eligible to receive a bonus for the sales of each of the new
Consultants you recruit during the program’s 13 weeks!

It’s so easy to qualify. As you welcome friends and family to Tupperware, share the
knowledge and confidence you’ve gained and watch your new Consultants shine.
Work with your new Consultants so they enjoy success and qualify for their Confident
Start program awards.

As their sales grow, your bonus amount increases! The seven bonus levels mirror the
levels in the Confident Start program—starting with a $20 bonus at the $450 level and
increasing with each level until culminating in a $200 bonus for your Confident Start
Consultants who reach $6,750 or more in personal sales.

Once you qualify for a bonus, that amount is applied as a credit toward your next
qualifying party order of $450 or more.

The Confident Recruiter program is available to current or former participants of the Confident Start program only. Participants may only take the program once.
Because participants are focused on developing their long-term recruiting and team building skills, and they receive program bonuses based on the total personal
sales by their new Consultants, Sales Force Members in the Confident Recruiter program are ineligible for recruiting challenge awards.
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Get started today!
To enroll in the Confident Recruiter program, go
to My Sales, then to Sales Force, then Program
Enrollment. You’ll also receive the option to
enroll immediately in this program through a
pop-up window in My Sales when you register
your first new Consultant.
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